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A great deal has been written about the romantic "drame" but very
little has been done about the realistic and naturalistic theater. Al¬
though the works of Augler and Becque may not equal those of the great
romantics, their plays have some merit and deserve the attention of stu¬
dents and scholars. The distinctions between realistic drama and nat¬
uralistic drama are not clearly defined and one may wonder what are the
points of differences between the two schools. Since Augler represents
the best of the realistic theater and Becque Is typical of the natural¬
istic school, the writer felt that a comparative study of the two authors
and of a representative work of each would be of great Importance to a
better appreciation of these phases of the nineteenth century theater.
The writer, therefore, has made a comparative analysis of Le Gendre
/
de Monsieur Poirier of Emile Augler and Les Corbeaux of Henri Becque.
In this study, emphasis has been placed on the style and structure of
the plays, how the authors developed major characters, and the dramatic
techniques of each dramatist. Attention was given also to the underly¬
ing theme or philosophy of each author.
This study consists of four chapters. The Introductory chapter con¬
tains a discussion of the times and the milieu in which the authors lived
and wrote and a biographical sketch of each of the two dramatists. This
includes the school to which each writer belongs, his most important
works and the place of the particular work being studied in the author's
total production.
Chapters two and three consist of an analysis of each work. Each
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work has been analyzed from the point of view of style, structure, charac
ter development, theme and/or philosophy. Chapter four is devoted to a
comparison of the two plays. Significant similarities and differences
have been indicated and a Judgment of the relative merits of the two
authors is presented in this chapter.
It is the hope of the writer that, in the future more students,
scholars and teachers will be encouraged to explore the French realistic
and naturalistic theaters of the nineteenth century.
The writer owes a debt of gratitude to Dr. Benjamin F. Hudson, Chair
man of the French Department of Atlanta University, for his guidance and
for the many valuable suggestions given her. The writer is especially
indebted to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Hollimon, Sr., whose per¬
sonal sacrifices made it possible for her to remain in school. Last,
but certainly not least, the writer wishes to express her appreciation
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The period between 1800 and 1900 was one of extreme political in-*
stability in France. There were seven political regimes: the Consulat,
the Empire, the Restoration, the July Monarchy, the Second Republic,
the Second Empire and the Third Republic.
In this study, the writer is concerned with the periods of the
Restoration, the July Monarchy, the Second Republic and the Second Em¬
pire. These regimes constitute the reigns of Louis XVIII, Charles X,
Louis-Philippe and Louis-Napoleon.
Louis XVIII came to the throne after Napoleon was defeated in 1814.
When he came into power, Louis XVIII gave the people of France civil
liberties such as freedom of speech and assembly. His reign was inter¬
rupted once when Napoleon, by a coup d*^at, regained the throne for
one hundred days. However, when Napoleon was defeated at the Battle of
Waterloo, the people of France called Louis XVIII back to the throne.
Louis XVIII died in 1824 and his brother Charles X became king.
Charles X, a reactionary. Insisted upon the restoration of the
absolute monarchy and divine rights of the king. He did everything
within his power to turn back the clock and restore the Ancien Regime.
When he revoked some of the civil liberties that Louis XVIII had given
the people of France and when he suppressed the freedom of the press,
the people of Paris began to revolt. And, in July of 1830, Charles was
forced to abdicate and flee to England.
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Because of the Revolution of 1830, Louis-Philippe came to the
throne. Louis-Philippe was elected by the bourgeois but they became
disgusted with him for a variety of reasons. Louis-Philippe became un¬
popular with Frenchmen of all classes. He tried so hard to please
everyone until he pleased no one. As a result, the people began to
conspire against him and plotted to take his life.
Because of the various attempts to take his life, Louis-Philippe
revoked the rights of freedom of assembly. As a result of these repres¬
sive measures, the people of Paris began rioting. A series of barba¬
rous acts by the National Garde brought about a full-scale revolution
which lead to the abdication of Louis-Philippe in 1848.
During the reign of Louis-Philippe, there was a shift in the so¬
cial structure in France. His minister of Finance, Guizot, preached
and encouraged the economic policy of laissez-faire. Capitalism flour¬
ished. The bourgeois became increasingly rich. The nobility became
impoverished. And the life of the working classes became more miserable.
Because of the influence of Saint-Simon, Fourier, Lamennais and
others, writers, painters and thinkers began to react against the de¬
plorable social conditions. These writers, thinkers, and professors
devoted their talents and energies to the denunciation of social evils,
and to efforts to ameliorate social conditions. They became leaders in
the fight for social justice, were active in the overthrow of Louis-
Philippe and participated actively in the revolutionary government of
the second republic.
The Revolution of 1848 marked the end of the Restoration and the
July Monarchy, after which the people clamored for a republican form of
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government. Lamartine ran for president of the republic against Louis-
Napoleon. The latter was elected because the people thought he could
restore order In their revolution-torn countiry.
The first few years of the reign of Napoleon III were peaceful. A
believer In the Ideas of Saint-Simon, he made laws to help the people.
He abolished slavery In the colonies, established universal suffrage
and the eleven hour work day. Napoleon III, however, was not satisfied
with being President of the Republic, so he organized a coup d'^/tat and
proclaimed himself emperor In 1852. After the re-establlshment of the
Empire, even though he Insisted that the empire meant peace, Napoleon
led France Into a series of unfortunate wars, the last of which was the
Franco-Prussian War. As a result of this war, France lost Alsace and
part of Lorraine. During the Battle of Sedan, Napoleon was taken pris¬
oner and the onplre was abolished.
After the disastrous defeat at Sedan and the capture of Napoleon
III In 1870, the Third Republic was proclaimed. At first a provisional
government was charged with the responsibilities of the administration
of the Third Republic. Adolph Thiers became the provisional president.
Because of the inability of various political groups to agree, there
was a great deal of confusion and chaos and the Third Republic was not
voted until 1875. Then there was still discord in the government as
evidenced in the "Seize Mai," the Boulanger affair, the Scandal of
Panama and the Dreyfus affair, all of which tended to give the period
an atmosphere of instability and political anarchy.
The social and political instability in France during the nine¬
teenth century is reflected in its literature. This can be seen in the
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multiplicity of "Schools" which seemed to change as frequently as the
political regimes. The first years of the nineteenth century was the
period of romanticism. At this time, writers revolted against the re¬
strictions and the conventions of classicism. Romantic writers expres¬
sed their emotions, sentiments, passions and there was the exaltation
of the "moi." Writers showed love for nature. There was complete
freedom of expression in literature.
While Romanticism was at its hel^t, many writers began to revolt
against its exaggerated emotionalism and flowery form. The first signs
of this reaction can be seen in the works of Theophile Gautier, Prosper
Merim^ and others. The reaction became known as Realism which was
established as a school during the first years of the reign of Napoleon
III. The writers of this school, disillusioned by the failure of the
Revolution of 1848, abandoned their excessive lyricism and their human¬
itarian ideals. The realists thought that the function of the artist
was "to obseirve and analyze reality in an objective and dispassionate
manner."^ In prose Honore de Balzac had created his Commie humaine.
Flaubert's Madame Bovarv appeared in 1856. In poetry, after the fail¬
ure of the Revolution of 1848, Leconte de Lisle had led the poets who
were called Parnassians in a movement whose ideal was "l^union de l"^art
et de la science."^ In drama, ^lle Augier and Alexandre Dumas fils
were writing their "Commie de moeurs."
^Ramon Guthrie and George Diller, French Literature and Thought
Since the Revolution (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1942),
p. 238.
^Andre Lagardeand Laurent Michard, XIXe Si)ecle. (Paris: Bordas,
1964), p. 406.
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After realism had been In vogue for a few years, authors began to
write "literature with scientific pretensions." Naturalism "is the
culmination of both the realistic tendencies that are found in Romanti¬
cism and the incursion of science into creative literature."^
The writers of the naturalistic school treated the problems of
contemporary society. Their characters were taken from the middle and
lower classes. The naturalists "believed in a mechanistic and determi¬
nistic world in which neither free will nor spiritual value had any
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place." In the novel Emile Zola brought naturalism to its peak with
his Rougon-Macquart series. Henri Becque is considered the founder of
the naturalistic theater. There were soon reactions against the crude¬
ness of the naturalistic school. This reaction, led by Stephane
Mallarme', became known as the symbolist movement.
The symbolist believed that poetry should convey feelings and ex¬
pressions by means of symbols and images. They believed that people
should be able to interpret what the writer is saying by the sound pro¬
duced or the symbols used. This movement was still in vogue at the be¬
ginning of the twentieth century.
It was during these turbulent periods that Emile Augier and Henri
Becque lived and wrote. Let us now turn our attention to a biographical
sketch of each.
toile Augier was bom into a bourgeois family on September 20,
1820. Although not much is known about his private life, most
^Guthrie and Diller, op. cit.. p. 338.
^Ibid.
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authorities agree that he received a good education in the schools of
Paris. Augler, as many other writers of his time, was first a law stu¬
dent, but abandoned this field in order to devote full time to a liter¬
ary career. Augler grew up and was educated during the reign of Louis-
Phllippe and reached maturity and wrote most of his works during the
Second Empire.
Angler's literary career began when he participated in a campaign
with Ponsard for the "^ole du bon sens."^ They challenged writers to
observe and analyze society and to teach moral lessons. Augler and
Ponsard were ridiculed and scorned at first, but this movement did much
to halt the romantic movement, especially in the theater about 1850.
Augler unmasked the fallacies of Romanticism in L*Aventurfere
(1848), Gabrielle (1849), le Joueur du flute (1850) and Diane (1852).^
These works were written in verse but after he wrote Philiberte in 1853,
Augler became convinced that prose was the best medium for realistic
drama.
When Augler first began to write prose, he wrote in collaboration
with Jules Sandeau. In his plays, Augler treats a variety of subjects
including the greed for money, domestic relations and the political
situation of his time. It has been said that his plays are documents
of the society of the Second Empire. The works of Emile Augler fall
into two categories: political comedies and social comedies. He is
^Joseph Edgier and Paul Hazard, Litterature Francaise. Tome II
(Paris: Librairie Larousse, 1949), p. 354.
^Colbert Searles (ed.). Seven French Plavs (New York: Holt, Rine¬
hart and Winston, Inc., 1963), p. 395.
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most noted for his political comedies. The political comedy for which
Augier is most famous is le Fils de Gibover. In this sattlrical work,
the author describes the political system during the reign of Napoleon
III. Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier deals with the differences in the
classes of society, the money question and the political aspirations of
bourgeois society.
Augier's social comedies include Le Mariaee d*Olvmpe (1885), Les
Lionnes pauvres (1858), la Contagion (1866), la Jeunesse et Un beau
Mariage (1859), Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier (1864) and Jean de Thommeray
(1873). The first four plays mentioned above deal with the institution
of marriage and the dangers it faced. The last two works, along with
Les Effront^ (1861), Maitre Guerin (1864) and la Ceinture dor^e (1855)
deal with the money question and class conflicts. In addition to these,
le Fils de Gibover (1862) and Lions et Renards (1869) treat the reli¬
gious question.^ In all these works Augier served as an apologist for
the bourgeoisie. He died in 1879.
Even while the realistic theater of Augier and Dumas fils was in
vogue, there was a gradual evolution toward Naturalism in the theater.
Both Augier and Dumas were moralists deeply concerned with the social
problems of their time. Dumas's romantic and humanitarian inclinations
led him to champion tolerance and to fight against social injustices.
On the other hand, Augier defended the bourgeois values of common sense
and stolid virtues. The theater of Augier and Dumas was dominant from
1850 to 1880; the Naturalistic theater was to reach its peak with the
merciless observations of Henri Becque.
^Searles, op. cit.. p. 397.
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Much more is known about the life of Henri Becque than that of
✓
Emile Augier. Becque was bom April 18, 1837. He was the second son
of Madame et Monsieur Alexandre-Louis Becque. Becque's parents were
working bourgeois and had no time to spend at home with him.
When Becque was of school age, he was first sent to Lyc^ Concordat.
This was about the time of the Revolution of 1848. At this time educa¬
tion was more accessible for the masses and Henri's father insisted
that his children receive a good education. At the beginning of the
1849-50 school term Henri and his brother Charles-Michel entered the
"pension Bellaquet."^
At Bellaguet, Becque was less than a mediocre student. He was
poor in Mathematics, Rhetoric, Greek, English and History. In Latin,
however, Becque did fairly well. When he presented himself for the
baccmlaureat, the examining jury declared that Becque was "tout'*‘a fait
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nul en litterature."
By the time Henri Becque was nineteen years old, he had had many
bitter experiences. He had been unsuccessful in school and was job¬
less. He finally went to work for the Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du
Nord in 1854 but resigned in 1856. It is not known what Becque did
for a living between 1857 and 1859 but he was found jobless at the be¬
ginning of 1860.
Thanks to his brother Charles, Henry was given a position in the
^Alexandre Arnaoutovitch, Henrv Becque. Vol. I: Sa Biographie,
Son Observation. Sa Philosophie (Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France, 1927), p. 10.
^Ibid.
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office of the Secretariat General at the Grande Chancellerie in 1860.^
At the Grande Chancellerie, Becque was not happy, so he resigned the
same year. In 1865, Becque became secretary to the Polish Count Potocki.
Potocki was popular in the elegant Parisian society. It was
through him that Becque met Victoria Joncl^re. Jonci'^re and Becque
worked together to create the opera Sardanapale. This opera was pre-
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seated thirteen times at the Theatre-Lyrique in 1867.
Becque dreamed of a political career at the same time that he
longed for a literary career. Torn between these two aspirations he
wrote 1'Enfant Prodicue and Michel Pauper. These plays deal with a
combination of the political problems of the time, the Second Empire,
O
and show the dramatist's artistic talents. Becque wrote many pincettes.
vaudevilles and melodramas none of which were too successful.
When Becque reached maturity writers had already turned toward
realism. With Zola realism slowly evolved towards naturalism and the
experimental novel. Becque who was attracted to this movement, did the
same thing for the theater that Zola had done for the novel.
In his plays in which he proposed to show "slices of life," Becque
dealt with problems of his day such as politics, finance and the unfair¬
ness of the business world. In les Corbeaux which was finally presented
in 1882, Becque described the miseries that can come as a
^Ibid.. p. 12.
2
Paul Blanchart, Henry Becque (Paris: La Nouvelle Revue Critique,
1930), p. 16.
3
Arnaoutovitch, op. cit.. p. 17.
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result of having unfair partners in the business world. After the
"battle of les Corbeaux." a long struggle to have the play performed,
Becque was persuaded by Emile Perrin to write another play for the
Com^ie-Franpaise.^ Thus he began his la Parisienne. In the play
Becque strove for perfection. Blanchart gives this comment on the play:
La Parisienne. chef-d^oeuvre d'intelligence, d'une ^eve
et^^une equilibre classique, est, au surplus, une merveille
scenique dont on a celebre a l^envie la perfection. Langue,
style, "mots:" des modeles. Rien n'est livre'^au hazard.^
Thus, Becque was successful in the perfection of his play which was
presented for the first time in 1885.
Politics and finance were the major thanes of les Polichinelles.
This work was still incomplete at the time of Becque's death in 1899,
but it is said to be a true example of the "theatre en liberte" which
evolved into the Theatre-Libre. Becque played an important role in the
establishment of Antoine's Theatre-Libre. It was after Becque's long
struggle in the "battle of les Corbeaux*that Antoine founded the
Theatre-Libre. His purpose was to give amateur dramatists whose works
were rejected by the Com^ie-Franyaise an opportunity to present their
plays. The authors in this group tended to use Becque's method of
merciless obseirvation. They sought to portray on the stage true "slices
of life" in imitation of their "master."
According to Hornet:
^Ibid.. p. 38.




L^^lnfluence de Becque fut considerable. Les auteurs
du Theatre-Libre, reprenant les doctrines de Zola et
poussant jusqu*\i I'absurde celles de Becque, s^effor(^erent
de ne mettre ^r la s^ne que des choses vrales, tellesqu^elles se deroulent dans la vie vraie. Plus de conven¬
tions, de morale Idealiste, ni meme de morale; plus d^
personnages sympathlques; plus de "construction" de piece,
plus de preparation ni de denouement, mais une "tranche
de vie."^
In addition to being a dramatist, Becque was a journalist, a
critic and a lecturer. Many of his articles have been published in
collections under the names of Querelles litt^aires. Souvenirs d^un
Auteur dramatique and Liste de ses chronigues de critique.
Becque was confined in a "maison de sante" in April 1899. He died
there on May 12 of the same year.
Becque was bom into a bourgeois family as was Augier. Both were
born while France was in a state of political and economic instability.
While Augier's theater leans more toward the Come^ie humaine of Balzac.
Becque's theatre shows the influence of the Rougon-Macquart series of
Zola. With these facts in mind, let us proceed with the analysis of
Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier of Augier and Les Corbeaux of Becque.
^Daniel Mornet, Histoire de la litte'rature et de la pensee fran^aise
contemporalne (1870-1934) (Paris: Biblioth'eque Larousse, 1927), p. 32.
CHAPTER II
AN ANALYSIS OF LE GENDRE DE MONSIEUR POIRIER
Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier Is the story of a rich Industrialist,
Monsieur Poirier, who married his daughter, Antoinette, to a ruined
nobleman, Gaston le Marquis de Presles, because he wanted to be a peer
of France. Poirier gave a dowery of one million francs. After the mar-
riage, Poirier began to pay Gaston's creditors. For Gaston, life was
luxury and leisure. He was given the best apartment in the house, he
had his own cook, he could invite friends to stay at the Poirier home.
In the meantime, Antoinette Poirier was married in name only to Gaston.
She did not even share the same bedroom with her aristocratic husband.
One day the Duke of Montmeyran came to visit Gaston. That same
day Monsieur Verdelet, Antoinette's godfather, told Monsieur Poirier
that his son-in-law treated him as if he were one of the servants.
Monsieur Verdelet added that Gaston had married Antoinette for her fa¬
ther's money. After this Poirier decided that he would ask Gaston to
seek employment. This he did do, but Gaston got angry. In the mean¬
time, some of Gaston's creditors were waiting to be paid. Monsieur
Poirier went out as if he was going to pay them but decided to send them
in to see Gaston. When the creditors came to Gaston, he did not have
the funds to pay them but Antoinette came to his aid. She gave him a
note, with her signature affixed to it, worth twenty-five thousand livres.
When Poirier found out that Antoinette had paid the creditors for
Gaston, he became angry because his plan had failed. Poirier then de¬
cided to make a few "reforms" that would affect Gaston. He rented the
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appartment in which Gaston lived, the stables where he kept his horses
and the coaches in which Gaston rode. Poirier then changed an elaborate
menu that Gaston had for a party to a common repast that his own friends
would enjoy. This was all done while Gaston and Antoinette were gone
for a walk in the park. When they returned, Gaston was talking to
Monsieur Poirier. During their conversation Gaston asked Poirier why
he had been chosen to marry Antoinette since he knew that she did not
love him when she married him. Finally Poirier was forced to admit
that he was ambitious, that is that he was interested in becoming a
peer of France. Gaston laughed at Poirier because of his ambitions, so
Poirier decided to tell him about the changes or "reforms" he had made.
When Gaston heard that his appartment had been rented, and his elaborate
menu changed, he decided to retaliate by continuing to see Madame de
Montjay, a woman he had been courting for a long time.
That same afternoon, while Gaston was out, he received a letter
from Madame de Montjay. When Antoinette saw the letter she suspected
that Gaston had been unfaithful but she did not open it. However,
Poirier came in and saw the letter. He found out that it was from Mad¬
ame de Montjay and opened it because he felt that he had the "right" to
do so. Poirier then threatened to take Gaston to court and file a di¬
vorce suit for his daughter. Poirier was going to use the letter as
evidence against Gaston but Antoinette took it and threw it in the fire.
In the meantime. Monsieur Verdelet tried to show Antoinette and Poirier
that anything would be better than a divorce because a woman would be
ostracized by society if she were a divorcee. Antoinette considered
herself a widow and said that she was no longer interested in her husband.
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Since Antoinette felt that way, Gaston decided to leave the Poirier
home and become a soldier. He came In to bid farewell to Antoinette
and Verdelet. The Duke told them that Gaston was going to fight. When
Antoinette heard this, she showed that she still cared for Gaston. They
were about to be reconciled when Poirier came In with his wise comment
about "qul a terre a guerre," meaning that Gaston was going to fight for
his mistress. Gaston admitted that he would be fighting a duel. But
he explained that he would not be fighting because he loved Kadame de
Montjay, but rather because of an Insult his family had received from
the Pontgrimaud family. Antoinette decided that she would only forgive
her husband for the hurt she had received If he called off the duel,
thus proving that he loved her. After hesitating, he did. At this time,
since she was sure of his love, Antoinette told Gaston to go ahead and
fight because she knew what his honor meant to him. However, before
Gaston could leave, a letter came from the vlscomte de Pontgrimaud can¬
celling the duel. After this Gaston decided to lead a serious life,
find employment and support his wife. Monsieur Verdelet gave Antoinette
the Chateau de Presles as a wedding gift. Verdelet offered to live with
Gaston and Antoinette and help them cultivate their land. Monsieur
Poirier was Invited to buy a place near the Presles' home and to visit
as often as he liked. Once again Poirier started to think about his
political aspirations.
Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier is a four act drama. Each of the
acts contains from four to twelve scenes. In act one, the entire first
scene Is used to indicate the time of the play, February 1846. In the
second scene the Duke of Montmeyran visits Gaston. Augler takes this
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occasion to present the attitudes of the nobility towards the bourgeois.
In this scene, we get a description of Poirier and of Antoinette as seen
through the eyes of Gaston. Also, Augler gives the history of Gaston's
life, how he became impoverished and the circumstances which led to his
marriage. In scene three Poirier and Verdelet are Introduced for the
first time. From the outset Poirier reveals the ridiculous characteristics
of his personality, his fawning air towards the nobility and also Gaston's
contempt for his father-in-law. Scene four, between Poirier and Verdelet,
is of major Importance for here Augler points out the dangers and ridic¬
ulousness of the Bourgeois who aspire to rise above their social class.
Throughout the scene the ridiculous attitudes and ambitions of Poirier
are countered by the common sense doctrines and thoughts of Verdelet.
In scene five, Antoinette is Introduced for the first time and in her
conversation with her father and Verdelet it is quite evident that
Poirier is not Interested in his daughter's happiness and that Verdelet
is more concerned with the welfare of Antoinette. In this scene Antoi¬
nette also reveals her love for Gaston and her desire to be treated as
a wife. She also defends Gaston against the attacks of Poirier. In
the final scene of the first act, Antoinette Is Introduced to the Duke.
He recognizes Immediately the good qualities of Antoinette. So in the
first act Augler has established his characters, indicated the qualities
and characteristics of each which will be developed in subsequent acts.
In act two, the characters are further described. More emphasis
seems to be placed on Gaston. In scene one Augler emphasizes once more
the fact that Gaston loves his life of leisure. V/hen Poirier asks
Gaston to seek employment Augier has the opportunity to list the
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positions noblemen can hold without being dishonored. The creditors
arrive at the Poirier home. This leads to the discussion of usury in
scene two. It is pointed out that Gaston has borrowed money at a fifty
per cent rate of interest. In this scene also, Augier describes the
idea of "noblesse oblige" and the aristocratic idea of "honneur" which is
an attempt to describe the plight of the nobility ruined by the Revolu¬
tion and the Empire. In scene three, the messengers of the Viscomte of
Pontgrimaud come to complete plans for the duel between Gaston and their
master. In scene four, there is a touching conversation between Gaston
and Antoinette where Antoinette expresses her illusions, her desire to
be a good wife and her desire to love and be loved. She also reveals
her jealousy for Madame de Montjay. Scene five is important because in
it Gaston must face his creditors with no money to pay them. Antoinette
saves her husband from embarrassment and probably prevents a prison
term by paying his creditors. What happens in this scene with the cred¬
itors reinforces what had been prepared in scene four. Gaston is now
ready, after this unexpected act of generosity, to seriously notice his
wife. Gaston shows interest in his wife for the first time in scene
six. In scenes seven and eight Poirier, furious because Antoinette
has thwarted him by paying Gaston's debts, makes changes in his house¬
hold which will affect Gaston.
The first scene of act three is devoted to Gaston and Antoinette.
Augier shows a situation opposed to the one that was seen in scene five
of act one. Gaston and Antoinette are now able to converse. And An¬
toinette, happy to have won the attention of Gaston, warns him of what
will happen if he is unfaithful. The employment of Gaston is further
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discussed in scene two, and here Augler reveals the real reason for
Poirier's interest in Gaston. The author embodies in Poirier all of
the vain and ridiculous ambitions of the rich bourgeois who want to be
"Noble." Scene three is a continuation of scene two with the addition
of the Duke. Poirier is infuriated because Gaston laughs at him so he
infoms his son-in-law of the various "changes" he has made. In scene
four, Gaston decides to spite Poirier through Antoinette by continuing
to see Madame de Montjay. The Duke explains to Antoinette and Verdelet
what Poirier's ambitions are and what Gaston's refusal to help him
achieve them has caused. The Duke suggests to Antoinette that she can
save her marriage by conciliating Gaston with her father. In scene six
Antoinette pours her heart out to Verdelet who seems more like a father
to her. It is in this scene that the letter from Madame de Montjay
arrives. Antoinette is tempted to open it but resists the desire.
Poirier in the next scene has no such compunctions. He takes the liberty
to break the seal of the letter. Gaston comes in and finds that Poirier
has opened his letter in scene nine. Poirier threatens to sue Gaston
so that his daughter can get a divorce. Gaston consents to seek employ¬
ment rather than see an innocent woman disgraced. The monologue of
scene ten reveals Gaston's reflection on his plight and in scene eleven
with the Duke he admits the errors of his ways, his disgust with him¬
self and his betrayal of his honor. In scene twelve Antoinette refuses
to forgive Gaston for his infidelity and in order to save him from dis¬
honor by a court suit she burns the letter from Madame de Montjay which
could be used as evidence against him. Augier uses this scene to rein¬
force Antoinette's good qualities.
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In scene one of act four Augler again emphasizes the stupidity of
Poirier as opposed to the common sense of Verdelet. In an act of re¬
venge, the Chateau of Presles, the home of Gaston's ancestors, Is put
up for sale by Poirier. In scene two, Gaston comes to bid farewell to
Antoinette. Verdelet tries to persuade Gaston and Antoinette to recon¬
cile their differences. In scene three Gaston Is depicted as having
realized his past mistakes, he confesses them to Antoinette and says
that he Is willing to make amends. We learn that Gaston Is going to
fight. Antoinette considers a reconciliation. In the final scene of
the play Poirier prevents a speedy reparation between Gaston and Antoi¬
nette when he comes In with his suppositions that Gaston Is going to
fight for Madame de Montjay. The audience Is Informed that Gaston will
fight a duel because of an Insult his family had received. Gaston con¬
sents to withdraw from the duel In order to prove his love for his wife.
After the decision not to fight, Antoinette forgives her husband and
tells him to go and defend his honor. The Vlscomte of Pontgrlmaud sends
a letter cancelling the duel. The Marquis and Marquise of Presles pre¬
pare for a future together In their own home which was bought and pre¬
sented to them by Verdelet.
Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier Is a cornedle de moeurs. This play
belongs to the realistic school. It paints a tableau of the sentiments
and actions of the nobility and the bourgeois society. This work has
three dominant themes. They are the dangers a bourgeois family would
risk by marrying into the aristocracy, the importance of money to the
impoverished nobleman and the political aspirations of rich Bourgeois.
In this play Antoinette, the daughter of the industrialist Poirier, was
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married in name only. Gaston married her because he saw the opportunity
to have his creditors paid and at the same time live a life of leisure
in financial security. Monsieur Poirier, on the other hand, arranged
this marraige because he thought that through Gaston he would be intro¬
duced into the high Parisian society and subsequently become a peer of
France.
As for the language of the play, Augier used many idiomatic expres¬
sions. He used plays on words such as "parbleu," "morbleu," and "pal-
sambleu" for mild oaths or swearing. Augier made use of well-known pro¬
verbs such as: "Prudence est n^re de surete"^ and "Qui a terre a guerre."^
The language Poirier uses is one of the best means of describing him.
He is always talking about his fortune, or who has arrived. His chosen
word is "honn^te homme." On the other hand Gaston talks about what a
"gentilhomme" should or should not do and what is worthy of his rank.
Monsieur Verdelet talks about Antoinette and her welfare as opposed to
Poirier. Verdelet as well as the Duke of Montmeyran always seem to be
opposed to Gaston and Poirier.
Augier chose his characters from the nobility as well as from the
bourgeoisie. Monsieur Poirier is presented as a rich industrialist who
aspires to the peerage. In order to assure his entrance into the polit¬
ical and social circles, Poirier purchases for his daughter the hand of
Gaston, the Marquis of Presles. He does this by agreeing to pay the
debts of the spendthrift scion. Poirier is too much a believer in the
^^ile Augier, "Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier," ed. Colbert Searles,
OP. cit.. ACT IV, Scene 4, p. 468. All subsequent references will be
made to this work unless otherwise indicated.
^Ibid.. p. 469.
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power of money to see that he is not assuring a happy future for his
daughter Antoinette. Throughout the play, Poirier is given advice by
his daughter's godfather, Verdelet. Verdelet warns Poirier that Gaston
has married his daughter for her money. Once Poirier knows that he is
being "used" for his money, he decides to ask his son-in-law to seek em-
plo}rment. When Gaston refuses, Poirier tries to find some way to make
him listen. First, Poirier decides to stop paying Gaston's creditors.
Next he decides to stop consulting Gaston before making changes in the
running of the household. His smallness shows when he rents the appart-
ment in which Gaston has been living without informing him. Poirier's
smallness is also accented when he changes the elaborate party menu to
that of the people of "la rue des Bourdonnais."^
As Poirier informs Gaston of the changes he had made, he is forced
to admit that he has given his daughter's hand for reasons that have
not been revealed. Poirier gives the reasons in the following lines:
Poirier is laughed at by Gaston because of his political aspirations.
When he sees a letter addressed to Gaston from Madame de Montjay, Poirier
seizes the opportunity to open it as an act of retaliation against Gas¬
ton. Poirier threatens to sue Gaston for his daughter's divorce. In
doing this, Poirier forgets that a divorce will endanger Antoinette's
reputation. As soon as Gaston says that he will seek employment, Poirier
is the first person to try and persuade Antoinette to forgive him. And
^Ibid.. Act II, Scene 9, p. 437.
2
Ibid.. Act III, Scene 2, p. 444.
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yet when Poirier learns that Gaston is to fight a duel, he is the first
to cry "qui a terre a guerre."^ As soon as the duel has been called off
Poirier is ready to forget the past. He is eager for the Presles to
continue to live with him for he does not want to be left "seul dans
^on7 coin." Poirier suffers from an advanced case of monomania. When
he asks Antoinette and Gaston to stay with him, it is not because he
loves them so much but rather because he does not want to live alone.
It is because of his selfishness that Poirier is not invited to live at
the Chateau of Presles. One would think that Poirier would be cured of
his political ambitions after seeing how much trouble he has caused.
But his last words prove the contrary:
Nous sommes en quarante-six. Je serai depute'^de I'arron-
dissement de Presles en quarante-sept... et pair de France en
quarante-huit
Augier presents Monsieur Verdelet as the opposing force to Poirier.
He is intelligent and is able to see that Gaston has married Antoinette
because of her father's wealth and not because be loves her. Verdelet's
sole concern is the welfare of Antoinette. He is envied by Poirier be¬
cause Antoinette is so fond of him. Antoinette feels this way because
Verdelet always considers her happiness first. Verdelet seems to be
more of a father to Antoinette than Poirier. He persuades Antoinette
and Gaston to forget their differences. It is probably because of the
common sense advice which Verdelet gave Poirier that Antoinette did not
^cf., p. 14.
2
Augier, Act IV, scene 4, p. 473.
^Ibid.
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find herself faced with poverty. Verdelet assured the happiness and
security of Antoinette and Gaston by buying and presenting to them the
Chateau of Fresles. He was Invited by Antoinette to live with them.
Antoinette represents the ideal bourgeois woman as Augler conceived
her to be. Even though she Is first considered by her husband to be a
stupid bourgeois who prides herself in being called the Marquise of
Fresles, Antoinette is actually Intelligent. Whenever she attempts to
talk to her husband he shrugs his shoulders or makes comical remarks,
therefore she just does not say anything to him. Antoinette refuses to
do as her father asks when he proposes that she suggest to her husband
that he seek employment. The following conversation shows why Antoinette
refuses to do her father's wish and also how her husband reacts when she
tries to talk to him:
Antoinette.- Je n'oseral jamais parler a mon marl d'une
chose si grave.
Foirier.- Ta dot peut cependant bien te donner voix au
chapltre.
Antoinette.- 11 leveralt les ^aules, 11 ne me repondralt
pas.
Verdelet.- Voyons, ma fllle, explique-toi franchement
avec tes vleux amis. Nous ne sommes crees et mis au monde
que pour velller sur ton bonheur; a qul te confleras-tu, si
tu te caches de ton p^re et de ton parraln? Tu as du chagrin?
Antoinette.- Je n'ai pas le droit d'en avoir, mon marl
est tres doux et tr'^s bon.
Foirier.- Eh blen, alors?
Verdelet.- Est-ce que suffit? II est doux et bon, mals
11 ne fait gu^re plus attention'‘a toi qu'a une joliepoupee,
n'est-ce pas?
Antoinette.- C'est ma faute. Je suis tlmide avec lui, je
n'ose lui ouvrir ni mon esprit ni mon coeur. Je suis sure
qu'il me prend pour une pensionnaire qul a voulu etre marquise.
Foirier.- Get imbecile!
Verdelet.- Que ne t' expliques-tu \ lui?
Antoinette.- J'ai essayd^plusieurs fois; mals le ton de sa^
premfbre rd^onse ^tait toujours en tel disaccord avec ma pensee
que je n'osals plus continuer. II y a des confidences qui
veulent etre encouragdes, I'^e a sa
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pudeur
When her husband is forced to face his creditors Antoinette saves
is honor by giving him money to pay them. Because of this Gaston be-
;ins to talk "love-talk" to her, he begins to call her the "Marquise de
resles." One can see that Antoinette cares nothing about being a Mar-
uise or having any other title when she tells Gaston "appelez-moi votre
'emme ...c'est le seul titre dont je puisse etre fierel"^ The first
;ime Gaston takes Antoinette for a walk in the Bois de Boulogne he dis-
overs that she is "simplement la plus charmante femme" that he knows,
ifter the walk in the park Augier presents Antoinette as being able to
:ell her husband how he feels about him and how much his fidelity means
:o her. She says:
...Je suis jalouse....Comme il n'y a pour moi qu'un homme
au monde, il me faut toute son affection. Le Jour ou je
decouvrirais qu'il la porte ailleurs, je ne ferais ni plainte
ni reproche, mais le lien serait rompu; mon mari redeviendrait
tout'^a coup un etranger pour moi...je me croirais veuve
)nce her husband assures her that no infidelity will come from him An-
loinette is happy. This bliss lasts only a short while for she receives
:he blow from the "reforms" her father had set up for Gaston.^ Her hus-
>and who has just begun to act amourous decides to continue to see
^Ibid.. Act I, scene 5, pp. 416-417.
2
Ibid.. Act II, scene 6, p. 434.






Madame de Montjay. Next Augler shows Antoinette as she forces herself
not to open a letter her husband has received from her rival. Antoinette
does not open the letter because she knows that it would not be charac¬
teristic of an honorable woman. When her father comes in talking about
opening the letter Antoinette reproaches him saying, "mon ^re!...le
secret d'une lettre est sacr^."^ Antoinette faints when her father ig¬
nores her protests. When she regains consciousness she says something
that makes one pity her for being a victim of circumstance. Antoinette
says:
Qu'ai-je done fait au bon Dieu pour ^tre ^rouv^ de la
sorte.' Apr^s trois mols de mariage.'... II n'avait done pas
comprls que je me donnais\ lui tout enti'ere. Le malheureux;
j'en mourrail ^
Antoinette is hurt because her husband has received a letter from another
woman and she refuses to forgive him. She wants a divorce at any cost
because she considers herself a widow. However, in order to save Gaston's
honor, Antoinette takes the letter that her father held as material evi¬
dence against her husband and throws it in the fire. When Gaston,
touched by Antoinette's good deeds, asks for her forgiveness, she re-
fuses saying "je suis veuve monsieur." Antoinette pretends that she
has no love left for Gaston but when he comes to bid her farewell and
she learns that he is going to fight, she shows concern. Next Antoinette
is presented as she is about to reconsider her husband's plea for for¬
giveness. She hesitates when her father comes in with his suppositions
^Augier, Act III, scene 7, p. 454.
^Ibid.. p. 455.
^Ibid.. Act III, scene 12, p. 462.
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about Gaston going to fight for his mistress. Antoinette refuses to ac¬
cept Gaston's apology unless he withdraws from the duel. For Antoinette,
this is the only way by which Gaston can prove his love for her. When
Gaston grants her wish, Antoinette tells him, "va te battre, va.'"^ be¬
cause she knows how much his honor means to him. When Antoinette gives
her husband permission to fight another good quality is revealed in her
character.
Later, after the duel has been cancelled, in order to prove that
she is a time representative of the bourgeois woman as Augier conceived
her to be, Antoinette is willing to give up her family fortune and go
to live a mediocre life with her husband. This character could have
been pitied at first for being a victim of circumstance; but later she
should be admired for her intelligence and for remaining true to her so¬
cial class.
Gaston, the Marquis of Presles is presented as a young faineant.
a financially ruined noble. Gaston lost his parents at the age of fif¬
teen. After this he went to live with his rich uncle who later disin¬
herited him. Gaston sits around and lives a life of leisure and luxure
with his father-in-law's money. Even though he is thrilled with the
type of life he leads, Gaston makes fun of his source of livelihood.
He calls Monsieur Poirier a "poirier" - a pear tree. Gaston first thinks
of his wife as a silly little bourgeois who loves being the Marquise of
Presles. His attitude towards her changes when she saves his honor by
paying his creditors. He begins to "tutoyer" her. During a walk in
the park, Gaston realizes for the first time that his wife is charming.
^Ibid.. Act IV, scene 4, p. 471.
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Next Gaston assures his wife of his fidelity. However, as soon as he
finds out about the "changes" that are to affect his way of life he de¬
cides to continue to be unfaithful. Throughout the play, Gaston is
given advice by his friend, the Duke of Montmeyran. It is the Duke who
tells Gaston that he should not hold his wife responsible for her father's
actions. The Duke tells Gaston:
Ta femme n'est pas responsable des sottises de Monsieur
Poirier. Elle est charmante.^
Gaston's ire shows when he learns that Poirier has opened the let¬
ter he received from Madame de Montjay. However, when Poirier threatens
to carry him to court, Gaston decides that it is more expedient to find
employment than to be dishonored. Gaston realizes that he has been
wrong and becomes disgusted with himself. When his wife still refuses
to forgive him for his wrong doings, Gaston decides to take a commission
in the army. As he prepares to leave, Gaston admits his guilt in a
statement that makes his wife stand out as a heroine in the play. Ac¬
cording to Gaston:
Elle etait digne de 1'amour le plus pur, et je I'al
epousee pour son argent. J'ai fait un march^! un marche
que je n'ai pas meme eu la probite^de tenir.^
At this point, Gaston is already shown as a person who is being reformed.
Before leaving for the army Gaston is to fight a duel with the Viscomte
of Pontgrimaud. He admits to his wife that Madame de Montjay is involved.
However, he tries to explain to her that he will fight for his family's
honor and not because he is in love with Madame de Montjay. Gaston
wants forgiveness from his wife at any cost. Antoinette's bargain is an
^Ibid.. Act III, scene 4, p. 450.
^Ibid., Act IV, scene 3, p. 467.
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expensive one. For forgiveness, Gaston must withdraw from the duel.
Gaston Is hesitant at first but he finally yields. When Augler permitted
Gaston to yield to his wife's demand, he was showing the power of love.
When Gaston Is given permission to fight for his honor, he compares
his wife with his mother because she Is so understanding. When the duel
Is called off by the Vlscomte, Gaston decides to lead a serious life,
seek employment and support his wife with his own earnings. This charac¬
ter, although he Is reformed, first represented the worse side of the
nobility as opposed to Hector, the Duke of Montmeyran.
Throughout this work, the Duke serves the same purpose for Gaston
that Verdelet served for Poirier, that is to give common sense advice.
He is a striking contrast to Gaston. Although both of them are impover¬
ished noblemen, the Duke does not depend on others for a living. He has
enlisted In the army so that he can support himself. We will notice
that it is the Duke who advised Gaston to forget the duel and stay home
with his wife. He Is Indeed admirable.
The method Augler used In composing this play Is Interesting. He
found a real-life situation involving a marriage where the rich bourgeois
needed the aristocracy for social and political prestige and the aris¬
tocracy needed the bourgeois for survival.^ After finding the situation,
Augler observed the characters to see how they acted and expressed them¬
selves. He chose personalities from both the bourgeoisie and the aris¬
tocracy. Although he chose personalities from two social classes, Augler
presented the good and the bad side of each. For example, the Duke of
^Albert Thibaudet, Hlstolre de la lltterature fran^aise de 1789 \
nos jours (Paris: Librairie Stock, 1963), p. 389.
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Montmeyran represented the good side of the nobility while Gaston repre¬
sented the worse side. The same thing was true with Monsieur Poirier
who portrayed the stupid bourgeois and Monsieur Verdelet who depicted
the intelligent bourgeois.
While Augier presented the facts in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier,
he did it in a comical manner. Augier acquainted his audience with some
of his characters through the lines of others. For example, before we
were introduced to Monsieur Poirier and Antoinette, we had already heard
the facetious remarks about them from Gaston:
Ma femme est une petite pensionnaire, assez jolie, une
peu gauche, un peu timide, encore tout ebaubie de sa metamor¬
phose, et qui, j'en jurerais, passe son temps'a regarder dans
son miroir la marquise de Presles. Quant a monsieur Poirier,
mon beau-p\re, il est digne de son nom. Modeste et nourrissant
comme tous les arbres'a fruit, il etait ne^pour vivre en espalier.
Toute son ambition e^alt de fournir axix desserts d'un gentilhomme:
ses voeux sont exauces.^
In order to maintain the Interest of his audience, Augier gives a
little information at the time about his characters. One never knows
what action to expect next. This is probably the major strong point of
the play. Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier has probably survived because
of its multiple purpose. While the play is comical and amusing, it also
teaches a moral lesson and serves as a document of the society under
Napoleon III and the Second Empire, even though Augier placed the set¬
ting in 1846. When Sarcey wrote his critique of Le Gendre de Monsieur
Poirier in May of 1864, he said that Augier and Sandeau had forced them¬
selves to show a period during the reign of Louis-Philippe even though
the material seemed to be closely related to a later date -- the reign
^Augier, Act I, scene 2, p. 404.
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f Napoleon III. Sarcey said:
^ Les deux auteurs, MM. ^lle Augier et Jules Sandeau,
s'etaient efforce's de pelndre, dans cette com/dle, un moment
du regne de Louis-Philippe. Nous y retrouvions alors avec
plaisir un temps que nous venions de traverser, et des moeurs,
des prejuges, un langage dont nous etions encore tout chauds.^
lie play has also survived because of its well constructed plot and be-
ause it is amusing.
As has been stated above, while the realistic theater was in vogue,
;here was a gradual evolution toward Naturalism and literature with
icientific pretensions. This naturalism in the theater reached its peak
'ith Les Corbeaux of Henri Becque. An analysis of Les Corbeaux follows.
^Francisque Sarcey, Quarante Ans de Theatre. Vol. V (Paris:
itlieque des Annales Politiques et Litte'raires, 1901), p. 17.
Bibli-
CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF LES CORBEAUX OF BECQUE
Les Corbeaux is called a commie rosse meaning that it is an un¬
pleasant play. It belongs to the naturalistic school. In this work,
Becque pushes "au noir" his merciless observations. Les Corbeaux is cen¬
tered around a bourgeois family who, because of the liberalism under the
Second Empire, could enter into partnerships in the industrial world and
even marry into aristocratic families. Monsieur Vigeron was the partner
of Monsieur Teisier, a manufacturer. The firm was prosperous and added
wealth to Monsieur Vigneron's family. Because of the Vigneron family's
financial status, Madame de Saint-Genis, a member of the ruined nobility,
arranged a marriage between her son and Blanche Vigneron, Monsieur
Vigneron's youngest daughter.
During a wedding feast given in honor of the engaged couple, a doc¬
tor suddenly rushed in and announced that Vigneron was dead from an apo¬
plectic seizure. After the death of Vigneron, his only son enlisted in
the army. And, Vigneron's wife and three daughters were left to face
all of his "false" creditors alone. These creditors came one after the
other to see what they could get from the dead man's family.
Monsieur Teissier, Monsieur Vigneron's business partner, hired a
lawyer to "legally" sell the factory and even the furniture of the
Vigneron family. The creditors, vultures as Becque called them, ruined
the family and left them in poverty. As a result of this poverty, the
engagement of Blanche Vigneron to George de Saint-Genis was broken for
she had no dowery to bring to him. Another result of the poverty of the
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Vlgneron family was the engagement of Marie, the middle daughter, to
Monsieur Teissier. After the so-called friends, "les corbeauxl' had
taken everything the unfortunate family owned, they went away. But,
there remained one faithful friend, the maid Rosalie.
Les Corbeaux is a five act drama. Each act contains from ten to
thirteen scenes. The Vigneron family is introduced in scene one. Becque
presents them in their happy home preparing for a wedding feast to be
given in honor of the "cadette" of the family, Blanche, and her fiance^
Georges de Saint-Genis. Much of this scene is dedicated to the develop¬
ment of the character of Monsieur Vigneron. His physical condition is
stated. His love for his family and his skepticism about permitting his
daughter to marry outside of her social class are indicated. Becque
points out how Vigneron first began his business career. Marie Vigneron's
character development is begun. Her interest in her father's physical
condition is pointed out. Vigneron leaves his home for the last time.
In scene three Madame Vigneron warns Blanche not to be too familiar with
her fiance. Madame de Saint-Genis is Introduced for the first time in
scene four. In her conversation with Madame Vigneron, it is pointed out
that Madame de Saint-Genis is a domineering braggadocio who has a twenty-
three year old son. Also we learn the amount of Blanche's dowery, two
hundred thousand francs, and the terms of payment. Madame de Saint-Genis'
love for money is pointed out. In scene five Judith's music instructor,
Merckens, is introduced for the first time. Scene seven is devoted to
Merckens and Judith. Becque indicates Judith's artistic talents. Mon¬
sieur Teissier is introduced for the first time in scene nine. His dis-
timst for people and his "particular" health habits are immediately
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Indicated. Bourdon makes his first appearance in scene nine. He and
Teissier decide to join forces against the leaders of the notarial asso¬
ciation. In scene twelve a doctor rushes in to tell Madame Vigneron
that her husband has died from an apoplectic seizure. Thus, the first
act is filled with details that set the stage for the rest of the play.
The entire act serves as a prologue.
The first scene of act two is exactly the reverse of the first
scene of act one. Madame Vigneron who was so happy is now grieving over
the death of her husband. Madame de Saint-Genis' character is further
developed when she warns Madame Vigneron to mistrust eveiryone and when
she starts to ask questions about matters that should be of no concern
to her. In scene two Madame Vigneron tells her troubles to Teissier.
Madame Vigneron is informed that plans are being made to sell the fac¬
tory. It is pointed out that the Vigneron family's net worth is only
fifty thousand francs. Madame Vigneron decides to hire a lawyer to pro¬
tect her property and establishes written correspondence with Bourdon.
In scene three, a little more light is cast on Teissier's character.
Some of his atrocious qualities are revealed. In scene four, Marie and
Teissier discuss the family's financial state for the first time. In
this scene Marie's knowledge of business is revealed. Teissier and Marie
discuss the selling of the factory. Teissier begins to notice Marie.
In scene five Becque takes the opportunity to present the attitudes of
the two sisters, Marie and Blanche, towards their family's welfare.
Bourdon begins to work as the lawyer of the Vigneron family in scene
seven. Through him, the audience is informed that Teissier is unscrupu¬
lous where money is concerned. In scene eight Becque presents Bourdon
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as he "legally" advises the Vigneron family while working for Teissier.
Lefort is introduced for the first time in scene nine. The brotherly
love he pretends to have for Vigneron fades away as he joins forces with
Teissier. In scene ten the Incapability of Madame Vigneron to serve as
head of a household is shown. Letters from the "creditors" come. So,
the "creditors" and "friends" began to prey on the unfortunate family in
this act and will continue in subsequent acts.
Rosalie, the maid of the Vigneron family, appears for the first
time in the first scene of act three. Through a conversation between
Rosalie and Madame de Saint-Genis we learn that Teissier dines daily
with the Vlgnerons. Rosalie reveals that she does not trust Madame de
Saint-Genis. In scene two, as the family dines, we learn that Gaston
has enlisted in the am^. Becque further develops Teissier's person¬
ality. Teissier begins to ask questions concerning Marie's plans for
marriage. Marie borrows money from Teissier for her family. In scene
three Judith reveals her distrust for Bourdon and Blanche tells of her
faith in her fiance. Scene four is very important because it is filled
with details that help to complete Bourdon's detestable character. We
leaim that the factory has been put up for public auction. In scene
five Merckens and Bourbon talk about the family's financial situation.
Teissier proposes to Marie in the eighth scene. Becque also adds more
to the development of Marie's character by showing that she is interested
only in her family's welfare. We learn that Teissier stopped seeing his
own family in order to escape demands for money. In scene ten Madame de
Saint-Genis comes to the Vigneron home to break Blanche's engagement.
While she waits, it is revealed that George, her son, resisted when she
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insisted that the engagement be broken. Becque brings out the heartless¬
ness in Madame de Saint-Genis when it is revealed that she forbade her
son to see her again if he married Blanche. Scene eleven is between
Blanche and Madame de Saint-Genis. It is a very emotional scene. The
worse of Madame de Saint-Genis' character is revealed when she tells
Blanche that no wedding will take place and calls her a fallen woman.
Rosalie is shown as the family comforter in scene twelve. Madame
Vigneron decides to stop fighting to save her property and try to assure
her children's happiness.
When the curtain rises for act four, the Vigneron family is shown
in a situation completely the opposite of that which was shown in act
one. Rosalie explains to Merckens that the Vigneron family is completely
ruined in scene one. Becque paints a despicable picture of Merckens as
he changes his thoughts about Judith's competence in music. In scene
three Judith and Marie discuss their family's condition and the employ¬
ment question. During their conversation, it is revealed that Blanche
is almost Insane. In scene four Becque seized the opportunity to paint
a pathetic scene showing the impoverished condition of the Vlgnerons.
Bourdon comes to persuade Marie to accept Teissier's proposal in scene
five. In scene six Bourdon, with a marriage contract already drawn up,
elaborates on the advantages Marie will have if she marries Teissier.
Marie tearfully yields to Bourbon's advice. In scene seven, Marie re¬
veals that her marriage to Teissier will bring about the salvation of
her family. Marie's engagement is made official in scene eight. Dupuis,
the last of the "corbeaux."arrives in scene nine. In scene ten, Marie's
competence in the handling of business in shown. Teissier comes to Marie's
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aid and pays Dupuis. So, Teissier begins to take his responsibility as
head of the Vigneron household and the "corbeaux" go away.
The theme of this play is the importance of money and how so-called
friends seize any opportunity to rob people of their last penny. This
is what Teissier, Bourdon, Lefort and others did to the Vigneron family.
Teissier took the factory and land that the Vignerons owned. Bourdon
was responsible for Teissier's legal work while pretending to work for
the welfare of the Vigneron.
This play is written in prose. Some of the sentences are very long
and some are very short. Becque searched for the "mot juste," the exact
phrase for each of his characters. Some of the phrases express saddness
and torment while some seem cnide and heartless. Some phrases take the
form of "maximes" such as the following line quoted from Madame de Saint-
Genis: "L'amour passe, le menage reste." The vocabulary of Teissier
is for the most part, strictly business. Bourdon's vocabulary is legal.
Madame de Saint-Genis' vocabulary is characterized by the "int/r^ts \ cinq
ou a six pour cent." In writing this play, Becque made no attempt to
exaggerate but rather to be truthful. Ambroise Got asserts that:
The dialogue of the piece, /Les Corbeaux/. is direct in
style, relentless in its small detail, satirical in its so¬
cial point of view, ugly in its Impression but in every re¬
spect truthful in presentation and fearless in conclusion.^
^Henry Becque, "Les Corbeaux," ed. Henry Steinhauer and Felix Walter,
Omnibus of French Literature: The Nineteenth Century. Vol. II (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1964), Act II, scene 2, p. 461. All subsequent re¬
ferences will be made to this same work unless otherwise indicated.
^Ibid., Act I, scene 4, p. 448.
O
Ambroise Got, "Henry Becque: Sa Vie et Son Oeuvre," as quoted by
Montrose J. Moses (ed.). Representative Continental Dramas (Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1924, p. 507.
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As for the characters of Les Corbeatix. Becque presents them doing
"what they have to do" and saylng^what they have to say."^ Monsieur
Vigneron is presented as a culturally deprived man of the bourgeoisie.
He has worked hard and has accumulated a modest fortune. He is not well
physically but he refuses to stop work because he wants to be sure that
his family will be financially secure in the case of his death. Even
though Monsieur Vigneron is wealthy, he does not try to buy his way in¬
to the aristocracy. When he consents to the marriage of his daughter,
Blanche, to George de Saint-Genis, he does not think of the "de" that
precedes Saint-Genis but rather of his daughter's happiness. This is
evidenced by Monsieur Vigneron's comment
...Je me demande...si ce mariage est ralsonnable et si
ma fllle se^a blen heureuse.. .parce qu'il /George^ a la
particule ^de?.^
Monsieur Vigneron is very optimistic and proud. He buys land that
he thinks will be valuable later. He likes to talk about the dowery he
will give Blanche and how he began in business. Although Vigneron dies
before his ambitions are a reality, that is before his family's future
is secure, he can be seen as an opposing force to Teissier and the other
"corbeaux."
Madame Vigneron is a loving mother and wife. Sarcey says that she
is:
Une excellente femme, mena^re des ancien jours, qui
adore son marl et ses enfants.^
^Searles, "Henry Becque," op. cit.. p. 478.
^Becque, Act I, scene 1, p. 440.
2
Francisque Sarcey, op. cit.. Vol. VI, p. 346.
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When we first meet Madame Vigneron she is busy preparing for her daugh¬
ter's wedding feast. However, she finds time to give her daughter Blanche
a few words of advice about being too familiar with her fianc/! We
don't really get to know much about Madame Vigneron before the death of
her husband. She cries constantly after Vigneron dies. She does not
know what to do when the creditors come to her for she knows nothing
about her husband's business. However, when Teissier starts talking
about selling the factory, she tries to fi^t for the rights of her dead
husband and for the rights of her children. Her stand is firm at first
when she tells Marie "moi vivante, on ne touchera pas la fabrique."^
Madame Vigneron hires a lawyer to protect her estate. He profits from
her ignorance of business. Finally, in desperation, Madame Vigneron has
to yield to the advice of the lawyer who betrayed her. She and her
daughters go to live in a run-down shack. For this woman, after the
death of her husband, the happiness of her children is the most important
thing in life. She says:
Je veux bien garder ce que j'ai, mais je tiens d'abord
conserver mes enfants.^
While this character is pitiable she is admirable.
Marie Vigneron is developed rather quickly beginning with the first
scene of act one. She is her father's chosen daughter because of her
sweet personality and because she shows interest in his health. She is
shown as the only person who notices that her father is not well. Marie
appears to be the heroine of this play because she is the only one in
^Becque, Act II, Scene II, p. 477.
^Ibid.. Act III, scene 12, p. 504.
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tier family, after her father's death, who has any knowledge of business.
She may also be called the heroine because any time money is needed, she
is the one to borrow it from Teissier. The following lines indicate
Marie's courage as she faced Monsieur Teissier to ask for a loan:
Ma mere. Monsieur Teissier, m'a charg^ d'une demande
qu'elle n'a pas ose vous faire elle-mme. .. .Douztmille
francs. Consentez, monsieur Teissier,^a nous pr^er encore
• • • *
The final sacrifice of Marie, when she accepts the proposal of Teissier
in order to deliver her family from poverty, eaims her the right to be
considered as the heroine of the play. Marie's acceptance of Monsieur
Teissier's proposal was one of the main reasons that the play was banned
at first. According to Louis Ganderax:
Qu'une jeune fille ^ouse un vieillard pour tirer d'em-
barras sa famllle, c'est un spectacle facheux,^a coup sur,
mais qu'a la ville, pourtant, il nous est donne de supporter^
11 nous cause, au theatre, une peine au-dessus de nos forces,
et nous defendons qu'on nous^ le montre. Si Teissier, au der¬
nier, acte, se trouvait le pere du petit Saint-Genis et le
jetait dans les bras de Blanche avec une dot qui nourrlsse
toute la famille, on rirait peut-etre, mais, surement, on
serait moins furieux.^
Monsieur Teissier, the business partner of Monsieur Vigneron, is
one of the main vultures in the play. He should be forever indebted to
Vigneron for the success of his business, as the following statement
made by Madame Vigneron to her children indicates:
Monsieur Teissier, mes enfants, etait un petit banquier
... .Nous le connaissions et nous ne le connaissions...
^Ibid., scene 2, p. 482.
^Louis Ganderax, "Revue Dramatique," Revue des Deux Mondes, Tome
LIII (Paris: Bureau de la Revue des Deux mondes, 1882), pp. 701/702.
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II ncms avalt pris quelque effets...parce qua nous avlons
la reputation d'etre honnetes gens. ...Monsieur Teissier
se trouva une fabrique sur les bras. II se souvint de
votre pere et lui offrit de la conduire'a sa place, mais
en prenant Vigneron aux appolntements. ...Un 8oir...on
sonne. C'^tait Monsieur Teissier...11 venait supplier
votre pere de la sauver /la fabriqu^ en s'associant avec
lui. ...Monsieur Teissier et Monsieur Vigneron ont fait
une affaire ensemble; elle a ete bonne pour tous lea
deux...1
Teissier is first presented as a person who distinists people so
much that he prefers keeping his own hat rather than let the hostess
take it. He is so careful about his health that he does not sit down
right away when coming into a heated house from the cold. As soon as
Vigneron dies Teissier tries to take all that the Vigneron family owns.
Why Madame Vigneron has not even stopped crying over her husband's death
when Teissier starts talking about selling the factory and property that
the dead man owned. Teissier says to Madame Vigneron:
Je me suls amus^ justement, dans un moment de leisure,
a etablir la succession de Vigneron. Avant tout, que
dMirez-vous savoir? Si elle se soldera en perte ou en
benefice. Des calculs que j'al releves, la plume a la main,
resulte une situation g^^ale que voici...Vous m'^outez...
La fabrique vendue.^
Teissier, with his "laws" and "Codes Civils" along with a lawyer hired
to "legally" do his evil deeds, is successful in his attempt to take all
of the Vigneron family's worldly possessions. Once Teissier's plans
seemed to be in the process of being interrupted by Lefort, but the old
miser was successful in persuading the architect to join forces with him.
Although he is responsible for the impoverished condition of Madame
^Becque, Act I, scene 1, p. 442.
2
Ibid.. Act II, scene 2, p. 461.
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Vigneron and her daughters, Teissier has the nerve to come and eat with
them daily. He becomes Interested in Marie Vigneron and therefore grants
every loan she asks for. Finally he asks her to marry him. His approach
is subtle:
Je connais une maison oii, si vous le vouliez, vous
viendriez vous etablir. Vous auriez la le logement, la
^ble, tous les mois une petite somme que vous pourriez
economiser pour plus tard, vous n'auriez plus 'a songer^'a
vous.^
For Teissier, business is business no matter who is involved. For
him money is of prime Importance. He even stopped seeing his own family
because they asked for money. In the final analysis, however, he will
have to share his wealth with the Vigneron family. Teissier himself
said that the Vigneron family had been literally robbed of their fortune
after Vigneron's death. He said:
Vous etes entourne'es de fripons /the creditor^ mon
enfant ^ariej depuis la mort de vot7e p^re!^
Sarcey asserts that:
Teissier est un etre abominable, ignoble, d'une avarice,
d'une durete^ d'une insolence invraisembables. Passe encore
pour celui-la. 11 y a dans la nature serpents comme il y a
des pores. Je consens qu'on les mette^a la s^ne. Je n'ai
pour ma parte jamais vu un Teissier. Mais qu'on n'en puisse
voir, je n'en mettrals en gage.^
The lawyer Bourdon is another of the "detestables" of the play. He
is probably the main vulture. Money is his only interest. When he en¬
ters the Vigneron house for dinner, he is the perfect gentleman. He has
^Ibld.. Act III, scene 8, p. 495.
^Ibid.. Act IV, scene 4, p. 518.
3
Sarcey, op. cit.. p. 350.
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all sorts of good comments about Blanche Vigneron being the ideal girl
for Georges de Saint-Genis. After the death of Monsieur Vigneron, Bour¬
don consents to work for Madame Vigneron in order to save the family es¬
tate. At the same time he consents to work for Teissier.
After Bourdon has been working on the Vigneron case for a while,
Madame Vigneron decides to dismiss him because no progress is being made.
When Bourdon finds out that he is to be replaced, he shrewdly tells un¬
truths about his successor. Then, in order to make his service absolutely
essential, he infoms Madame Vigneron that the family estate has been put
up for public auction. Later, this same money-hungry lawyer is instru¬
mental in persuading Marie to marry Teissier. Thus he turns his helping
hand towards the Vignerons. According to Alexandre Arnaoutovitch:
Apr^s avoir trahi les int/rets des Vignerons en faveur
de Teissier, Bourdon, dans un autre cas, se retournera
contre celui-ci en faveur des Vigneron. L'argent est son
seul guide. Son seul desir^c'est que son ^tude fourmilled'affaires. II s'^ertuera a persuader la jeune Marie
Vigneron qu'elle a tout avantage a dpouser le vieux Teissier.
Parbleu, il s'occupera du contrat, il sera le notaire des
^oux et il pourra presenter sa note...^
For a man of the law. Bourdon represents everything that is unethical.
The writer agrees with Sarcey who says that "ce Bourdon, telle que
21'auteur nous le peint, est plus laid que la nature."
Becque depicts Blanche and Judith Vigneron differently from their
sister Marie. Judith is shown as a young lady who knows nothing except
music. However, she is the first to tell her mother that Bourdon is
probably not trustworthy. When she sees her family in poverty, Judith
^Arnaoutovitch, op. cit.. p. 254.
Sarcey, loc. cit.
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is willing to seek employment in order to aid them. Blanche, on the
other hand is concerned only with getting married. Even when she sees
that the family has lost most of its fortune and when she sees her mother
and sisters worry about their survival, Blanche coldly tells Marie:
Vous ferez ce que vous voudrez, maman, Judith et toi,
je ne me melerai de rien. Je voudrais dormir jusqu'a mon
mariage.i
Once Blanche is informed that her engagement has been broken she almost
becomes Insane. She is pitiful as she cries while repeating the words
Madame de Saint-Genis said as she walked out of the Vigneron house after
breaking the engagement -- "Fille perdue...fille perdue."^
Madame de Saint-Genis, an impoverished aristocrat is equally as de¬
testable as Teissier or Bourdon. This character endeavors to re-establish
her lost fortune by arranging a marriage between her son and the daughter
of a rich bourgeois. She appears to be the domineering mother. She
talks about things that do not concern her. After Vigneron's death she
furtively asks questions about the family's financial stability. This
character tells Madame Vigneron to distirust everyone from Teissier to
Lefort, the architect. It is Madame de Saint-Genis who decides that the
marriage between Blanche and Georges will be cancelled. She is a heart¬
less woman. While she could write a letter to Madame Vigneron telling
of her decision to call the marriage off, Madame de Saint-Genis prefers
to tell Blanche herself. Her reasons for the cancellation are "unrea¬
sonable." The Vigneron family is no longer rich and therefore Blanche
^Becque, Act II, scene 5, p. 466.
2
Ibid.. Act III, scene 12, p. 502.
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would have no dowery to bring to her son. One can almost feel the chill
as he hears Madame de Saint-Genis say to a sobbing girl "1'amour passe,
le m^age reste."^
Alexandre Arnaoutovitch gives this vivid description of Madame de
Saint-Genis:
Madan^ d^ Sainl^Genis a un esprit tres ^roite, unemorale tres ^etrique'e, et un coeur tout desseche'C Elle
ramene tout a la question d'argent; elle sait calculer,
marchander, parler d'int^rets 'a cinq ou six pour cent.
Tout homme qu'elle rencontre est examin^aussitot au point
de vue de profit qu'on peut retirer de sa fortune. Mefiante
et pessimiste, elle s'^e la destruction, le d^ouragement;
elle trame des intrigues, des combinations douteuses.^
Henri Becque first shows the "corbeau" Lefort as a man who wants to
help a family in distress. He tries to show Madame Vigneron how she can
save her property. He offers his services. But, when Madame Vigneron
does not accept them, he is persuaded to join the enemy forces against
the family.
The character Rosalie does not appear in the first or second act.
However, we know that she is in the kitchen cooking. She receives the
old "friends" of the Vigneron family when they come. Rosalie is the one
who consoles Blanche when her engagement is broken. Rosalie is presented
as one who is acquainted with the miseries of life. She expresses her¬
self in simple words but intelligently. Observe how Rosalie explains to
Judith's former music instructor that the family now lives in poverty:
ses demoiselles! Je ne vous diri
fait, mais on ne m'otera pas mon
Ruin^s, mon cher monsieur, ruinees, la pauvre dame et
a' s'est
Voyez-
^Ibid.. scene 11, p. 501
2
Arnaoutovitch, op ..dt.. p. 198
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vous, quand lea hommes d'affairs arrivent derriere un
mort, on pent bien dire: V'la lea corbeaux! Ils ne se
laissent que ce qu'ils ne peuvent pas emporter.^
When all of the so-called friends go away and leave Madame Vigneron and
her daughters to suffer, Rosalie remains faithful. Her reason for stay¬
ing is that she feels that the family needs her. This is one of the
most admirable character in the play.
In composing this play, Becque created the type situation he wanted.
Then he chose his characters and studied them to see how they should act
in their environment. When he painted the tableau, Becque wanted to show
life as it really was -- every gruesome detail. This was probably in¬
herited from Zola as it was the method he used in his Rougon-Macquart
series.
When Becque wrote Les Corbeaux he had no desire to teach any moral
lesson. He, rather, wanted to show his audience what was happening.
Therefore, whatever was to be gained from the play would be left to the
individual's own Interpretation.
There was no happy ending to this play. One may say that the play
had a happy ending because Marie made a decision that would take her
family out of poverty. One must remember, however, that even though
Marie made a decision that she knew would change her family's financial
status, she did so because of love for her family and not because of
Teissier's worldly riches.
This play has probably survived because of the minuteness with which
the tableau is painted. Another reason for its survival could be that
it introduced something new to the theatrical world. Still another
^Becque, Act IV, scene 1, p. 504.
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reason for the survival is that it presents facts on life as it was lived
during the Second Empire and the Third Republic and even today.
We have just completed an analysis of Augier's Le Gendre de Monsieur
Poirier and Les Corbeaux of Becque. Augier's work belongs to the rea¬
listic school while Becque's masterpiece belongs to the naturalistic
school. Both men have presented facts about the society under the Second
Empire. Chapter four will be devoted to a comparison of Le Gendre de
Monsieur Poirier and Les Corbeaux.
CHAPTER IV
A COMPARISON OF LE GENDRE DE MONSIEUR POIRIER
AND LES CORBEAUX
It was Auglec's purpose in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier to teach
a moral lesson to the bourgeois society of his time. Becque, on the
other hand, proposed to expose the cruel facts of life and let his au“
dience draw their own conclusion. Becque's reason for this was that he
did not believe in the piece a these. He said that it was not the pur¬
pose of the theater to teach lessons but rather to paint a tableau.
According to Becque:
Pieces 'a th^se...sont presque toujours de mauvaises
pieces et de mauvaises th'^ses.I
Becque also said:
Le theatre n'est pas un enseignement. Le theatre, c'est
une peinture, une representation. L'h est son objet, sa
valeur, sa grandeur propre.^
Both Augier and Becque were concerned with the social and economic
problems of their time, but each showed his concern differently. In Le
Gendre de Monsieur Poirier. Augier followed his usual custom of writing
a comedy in which he would present the problems which his society, the
bourgeoisie, faced. In writing Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier. Augier
treated three problems. He showed the dangers people faced when they
married out of their social class. He discussed the importance of money





to impoverished noblemen. Augier also expounded on the dangers bourgeois
faced when trying to buy their way into the high society. In Les Corbeaux.
Becque also treated a problem that was prevalent during his time. He
showed how people in general seize any opportunity to rob a person or
family of its last cent. He did not attempt, however, to moralize on the
conditions.
In reference to Augier's theater, Becque said:
II entrevoit ses personnages, il trouve deux ou trois
traits pour les peindre, deux ou trois scenes pour les
mettre en mouvement, et ca ne va pas long. Les sc'hnes les
plus importantes ne sont’qu'indique'es. S'il ^udiait ses
caract^bres davantage, il trouverait une action plus simple,
1*intrigue oti ils devraient s'engager. ,.. Tons ses per¬
sonnages sont confus, effacds, incomplets: on ne les voit
pas
Becque created his characters and studied them to see how they would act
in different situations. In doing this, many personality traits were
brought out.
In Becque's play, the atmosphere is gloomy and the denoument could
be considered as tragic. The entire play reflects the pessimism of the
author and his rather morbid and negative view of society. In Les Corbeaux.
Monsieur Vigneron died and his family was left to run his business. Be¬
cause of the family's ignorance of business affairs, they were robbed of
their fortune and were forced to live in poverty. Augier might be con¬
sidered as an optimist, one who believed in and exalted the virtues and
good traits of his class. The design or objective of the author seems
to have been to warn foolish members of his class to beware of their




Antoinette and Verdelet set such examples as to reform the corrupt nobil¬
ity as exemplified by Gaston. Augier was, therefore, obviously biased
and in instances exaggerated the bourgeois virtues, whereas Becque en¬
deavored to be objective, impassive and depict human nature, aristocratic
or bourgeois, as he believed it to be, mean, corrupt and primordial.
Political and social aspirations were not treated in Les Corbeaux
while they were an integral part of Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier. VThen
Poirier gave his daughter in marriage to Gaston, the Marquis of Presles,
he did so because he thought that through him he would be introduced in¬
to society and subsequently become a peer of France. When Vigneron of
Les Corbeaux consented to a marriage between his daughter and Georges de
Salnt-Genls, he had no interest in politics. His main concern was his
daughter's happiness.
The "question d*argent" is treated in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier
and Les Corbeaux. Augier depicted Poirier as a person who believed in
the power of money to Insure social and political success. The author
also endeavored to illustrate the effect of money — or lack of it -- on
the impoverished nobility as represented by Gaston. Becque, on the other
hand, seemed intent on showing that money or lust for money corrupts man
and uncovers the basest aspects of his character. Teissier and Bourdon
took everything that was of any value from the Vignerons. Madame de
Saint-Genis was also presented as a person corrputed by lust for money.
At no point in the play did Becque indicate why these "corbeaux" strove
for money. There was no evidence of need in any of these characters.
They fought for money for the sheer pleasure of acquiring it.
There was a difference in the way Becque and Augier presented the
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family in their plays. In Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier the family was
incomplete for the mother was deceased. The father was so involved or
lost in his political ambitions that he showed no Interest in his daughter's
welfare. The lack of maternal Influence is quite evident and it is pos¬
sible that this is why Augier created the family "sans mere." for a moth¬
er would most probably have been concerned with her daughter's welfare.
The Vigneron family was complete at first, but tragedy stinick and deprived
it of its head. Before Monsieur Vigneron died, however, the fact that he
was a loving father and husband had already been established. Since the
women of the time were not supposed to know anything about their husband's
business affairs and since it was assumed that women were easy prey for
unscrupulous financial sharks, Becque, of necessity, had to create this
fatherless family in order to make it possible for the "corbeaux" to ply
their evil trade. Note that Becque also conveniently sent the son to the
army so that there would be no masculine influence in or protection for
the family.
One of the major differences* in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier and
Les Corbeaux is the way in which each dramatist developed the characters
and the theme of his play. Augier taught a moral lesson while presenting
an amusing drama. Becque, on the other hand, never intended for his play
to be amusing. This is evidenced by the unpleasant tone and gloomy at¬
mosphere which pervades it. He pushed "au noir" his observations when
he painted his tableau. Perhaps basically, he had a desire to reform
man. If so, his method was a "shock treatment," that is the presentation
of the basest aspects of human conduct with such stark realism that out
of revulsion and horror man would demand social reforms.
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One can also detect a difference in the technique of character pre¬
sentation and development in the two plays. Both Augier and Becque in¬
troduced their characters early in the play but the audience, through
the dialogues, was given some information about some of Augier's major
characters before they actually appeared on the stage. Becque's charac¬
ters, on the other hand, developed their own personalities. The au¬
dience must learn the characters^good or bad qualities through what they
themselves say and do.
Augier was a moralist and used the theater as a medium for expres¬
sing his beliefs. In his works he always tried to instruct bourgeois
society. Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier shows the moralist Augier at his
best. Becque denounced Augier's moral theater by saying that it was
superficial. However, when he wrote his works, Becque seoaed to treat
some of the same problems that Augier treated. Moral lessons can be
drawn from his works. Les Corbeaux in the best example of Becque's
theater.
Class conflicts were treated in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier and
in Les Corbeaux. The bourgeoisie was in conflict with the aristocracy
in Le Gendre de Monsieur Poirier of Augier. Each class was dependent
on the other. The bourgeoisie needed the aristocracy to assure social
status. The aristocracy needed the bourgeoisie for survival. In Les
Corbeaux. Becque presented the members of the bourgeoisie in conflict
with themselves. The manbers of this social class preyed on each other,
not for survival, but in order to gain personal wealth.
Augier and Becque treated the impoverished nobility differently in
their work. In Le Gendre Monsieur Poirier the bourgeois wanted to be
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associated with the nobleman for political purposes. The nobleman merely
accepted what he was offered. Therefore, although Gaston lived a life
of luxury by preying on the weakness of his father-in-law, one could
never really dislike him. One must realize that he is a product of his
time and a representative of his social class. The aristocrat wanted to
be associated with the rich bourgeois in Les Corbeaux in order to re-es¬
tablish a fortune. Madame de Saint-Genls was Interested in money only
when she arranged for her son to be married to Blanche Vigneron. Madame
de Saint-Genis' attitude toward people depended on their financial sit¬
uation. When Blanche's family lost its fortune, it was not "good enough"
for her son. Her love for money and lack of concern for fellow human
beings made her a despicable character.
From the analyses presented above it may be concluded that Augier
and Becque represent two stages in the evolution of the nineteenth cen¬
tury French theater. The philosophy or theme of each dramatist, the
techniques they used to develop their characters and themes makes it
difficult to arrive at an opinion as to which was the superior craftsman.
The theater of Augier may be superficial, as Becque believed it, but it
is light, amusing and instructive. On the other hand, Becque's drama
is thought-provoking and disturbing. It may, however, represent superior
dramatic craftsmanship but this is for the audience or individual reader
to decide. At any rate, it cannot be denied that both of these writers
mark successive stages in the history of the French theater of the nine¬
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